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Current state spaghetti map diagram of a quality lab testing procedure. Stacking this up by multiplying by
shift, by day, by week, by month, by year it quickly went into miles per year that the lab technician walked
doing this testing procedure – 370 miles per year! 30 days!

Googling mapping this distance it was the equivalent of walking from Greenville, SC to Myrtle Beach, SC
and 1/4 of the way back again. A lot of walking.
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Future state spaghetti map diagram of a quality lab testing procedure. We analyze this quite thoroughly
and thought of maybe this could be improved by a sequencing algorithm or perhaps U shaped cellular
modification of the work area to form a lead-in lead-out arrangement. This is a classical example of how a
Kaizen can be done. We simply re-arranged the test benches and computer desks, moved some of the
other test equipment and shaved off 208 miles per year and 3 days. No money fun improvement! The
only investment – brainpower… I really enjoyed leading these people to their own success story…
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In this Kaizen there were unexplained machine jams
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I was experimenting with different methods and types of problem solving processes and this was one that
I used which was close to the 8D problem solving method. After 25 years of problem solving I’ve been on
the lookout for one universal tool to fit all, but one doesn’t exist. My conclusion; it all depends on the
problem at hand. Just like different fire extinguishers have to be used for different fires, I have found out
the same if true of problems…
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My design of a 4 feet X 12 feet Kaizen Report Board. It’s very important to stress the PDCA management
iteration in every thing you do – remember: Plans are useless; planning in invaluable…

We all do a good job on the Planning and Doing, but not so good on the Checking and Adjusting. They
are have the same weight. The Check and Adjusting is crucial to the closed loop of the Deming Cycle…



This is my model of the PDCA process. ACT / ADJUST are interchangeable depending on the situation
under study…
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Yours truly leading a 5 days Kaizen event on value stream mapping raw material flow. Getting and
keeping people engaged is paramount…
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This was the current state of taking raw bales materials from warehouse location to the side line storage
location. Extrapolated distance per year 6,000 miles. That’s a lot of miles!
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This was the future state of taking raw bales materials from warehouse location to the side line storage
location. Extrapolated distance per year 400 miles. This does involve the capital project of installing a
gravity feed conveyor through the partition wall to the pick point line side storage potentially resulting in a
92% reduction in distance.
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This is a Kaizen warehouse raw materials for header receiving current state spaghetti diagram.
Calculated distance here was the equivalent of driving a fork lift truck from Greenville, SC to Columbia,
SC and back some a year…!
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This is a Kaizen warehouse raw materials for header receiving future state spaghetti diagram. Calculated
distance here was the equivalent of driving a fork lift truck from Greenville, SC to Columbia, SC and back
some a year…! We simply changed the receiving dock location to the other side of the plant and change
the warehouse storage location of the header. 36% reduction in distance traveled. Fork lift truck wear,
time etc. etc. savings…


